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Person Re-Identification With Reinforced
Attribute Attention Selection
Jianfu Zhang , Li Niu, and Liqing Zhang , Member, IEEE

Abstract— Person re-identification (Re-ID) aims to match
pedestrian images across various scenes in video surveillance.
There are a few works using attribute information to boost
Re-ID performance. Specifically, those methods leverage attribute
information to boost Re-ID performance by introducing auxiliary
tasks like verifying the image level attribute information of two
pedestrian images or recognizing identity level attributes. Identity
level attribute annotations cost less manpower and are well-
fitted for person re-identification task compared with image-level
attribute annotations. However, the identity attribute information
may be very noisy due to incorrect attribute annotation or lack
of discriminativeness to distinguish different persons, which is
probably unhelpful for the Re-ID task. In this paper, we propose a
novel Attribute Attentional Block (AAB), which can be integrated
into any backbone network or framework. Our AAB adopts rein-
forcement learning to drop noisy attributes based on our designed
reward and then utilizes aggregated attribute attention of the
remaining attributes to facilitate the Re-ID task. Experimental
results demonstrate that our proposed method achieves state-of-
the-art results on three benchmark datasets.

Index Terms— Person re-identification, attentional module,
sequential decision making.

I. INTRODUCTION

G IVEN a query image, the goal of person re-identification
(Re-ID) is to identify the images containing the same

person from the gallery images captured by non-overlapping
surveillance cameras [1]. The previous re-id works either learn
discriminative features which are invariant across different
camera views and illumination conditions [2]–[5], or learn
the distance metric which can preserve the ranking order of
training samples [6]–[9]. In recent years, rising deep learning
techniques [10]–[12] have been used for the Re-ID task and
achieved excellent performance by learning discriminative fea-
tures and good metric simultaneously in an end-to-end system.

Despite the rapid progress in Re-ID, Re-ID models suffer
from misalignment issue due to the pose variation, wrong
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bounding boxes, and the variations of the camera views.
Recently, several methods [13]–[16] have employed atten-
tional models, which extract features from regions of interest,
to alleviate misalignment issue and supremely improve the
performance. Nevertheless, these methods only learn global
attention on the entire human body and cannot capture fine-
grained attention related to attributes (e.g., cloth colors, age,
gender) while such attribute information has been proved
useful for the Re-ID task in recent works [17], [18]. Inspired
by fully attentional block proposed in [14], we propose a
novel Attribute Attentional Block (AAB), which combines
both global and attribute attention to generate attention map.

The attributes mentioned above are ID-level attributes
because we assume that all the images belonging to the same
ID should have the same attribute value. In Figure 1(a),
we represents some examples of ID-level annotations for
pedestrian images. In contrast, image-level attributes may be
independent of persons, indicating that different images at
different surveillance videos from the same person could have
different attribute values. Thus, such attributes are unsuitable
for Re-ID purpose. Also, image-level attribute annotations
cost much more manpower compared with ID-level attribute
annotations.

However, there exist several major issues when utiliz-
ing attribute information. First, Re-ID images are often of
low quality (e.g., low resolution, distracting persons, and
wrong bounding boxes), which is likely to induce annota-
tion errors of human annotators. Second, provided attribute
annotation is usually ID-level attributes instead of image-
level attributes because collecting image-level attributes is
very time-consuming and expensive. For different images from
the same ID, some attributes may vary along with the time
(e.g., vanishing attributes due to the occlusion caused by
camera view change), resulting in the inconsistency of ID-level
attribute on the image level. Third, some of the attributes
are rare (e.g., a few persons wear hats in a cloudy environ-
ment) or not discriminative enough to distinguish different IDs
(e.g., black upper clothes are similar to each other in appear-
ance), which might be unhelpful for the Re-ID task. Next,
we show some examples of the noisy attributes. In Figure 1(b),
we show two examples of annotation errors. Here the bounding
boxes for the persons may be distracted by the persons who
are walking together, making the attribute annotation for the
images transferred to the attribute values from the persons who
are also in the image. In Figure 1(c), we show two examples
of attribute inconsistency for ID-level attributes caused by
object occlusions. In the left image, the person is occluded
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Fig. 1. (a) Example pedestrian images with attribute annotations, in which the images are from Market1501 [19] and DukeMTMC-reID [20] dataset with
the annotations collected from [17]; (b) Examples of annotation errors; (c) Examples of attribute inconsistency for ID-level attributes; (d) Examples of
non-discriminative attributes.

by a car making the attributes of lower body unavailable.
In the right two images, the person turns around and makes the
backpack attribute hard to recognize. In Figure 1(d), we show
three images that all have black upper clothes and blue lower
clothes. It is difficult to distinguish these three persons based
on the attributes: upper clothes color and lower clothes color.
Another reason for the attributes being non-discriminative is
that the attributes are too rare or common. For example,
on Market1501 dataset, fewer than 5% people are wearing
hats, making the hats attribute biased and less helpful for
Re-ID task. We refer to the abovementioned incorrectly labeled
attributes or non-discriminative attributes as noisy attributes,
while the other attributes are called key attributes.

To statistically analyze the noisy attributes, we relabel the
attribute annotations to check the ratio of errors. Because
there are no ground-truth image-level attribute annotations
and manually annotating attributes is labor-intensive, we ran-
domly select 1000 images from DukeMTMC-reID [20] dataset
and relabel the attribute annotations for these images to
make statistical analysis. The ratios of noisy annotations are
shown in Table I. Since the definition of non-discriminative
is very subjective, we only analyze the statistical results of
1) annotation errors and 2) attribute inconsistency. Please note
that if an attribute is recognized as annotation error, then
it will be excluded from inconsistent attributes. As we can
see in Table I, some attributes (e.g., boots, shoe color, upper
color, lower color) have more than 10% of attribute errors,
which may heavily affect the performance of Re-ID task.
The average error ratio over all attributes is about 10% after
combining 1) and 2).

TABLE I

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ATTRIBUTE NOISE ISSUE ON

DUKEMTMC-REID [20] DATASET. NUMBERS ARE
REPORTED IN PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS

To address the attribute noise issue, we propose a novel
Attribute Selection Module (ASM) embedded in AAB,
in which reinforcement learning is used to select the key
attributes by dropping the noisy attributes based on our
designed reward mechanism. The reward mechanism will
encourage ASM to drop the noisy attributes for higher retrieval
accuracy. With the designed reward mechanism, our ASM can
drop noisy attributes sequentially (one at each time step) and
adaptively (determine the next one based on the current state).
The remaining key attributes are expected to be more robust
and discriminative. After dropping the noisy attributes, AAB
only aggregates the attention related to key attributes. Our
model achieves a better score for Re-ID evaluation by dropping
the noisy attributes. Experiment results show the competitive
performance on two datasets with attribute annotations, and
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also one dataset without attribute annotations, which prove
that our model can also work with the unsupervised attribute
information.

The main contributions of our work are listed as follows:
• We propose a novel Attribute Attentional Block (AAB),

which exploits fine-grained attribute attention to improve
the performance of Re-ID task.

• We further propose a novel Attribute Selection Mod-
ule (ASM) embedded in AAB, which uses reinforcement
learning to drop the noisy attributes.

• We show that our method achieves the state-of-the-art
performance on three popular Re-ID datasets. Compared
with the baselines using attribute information, our method
achieves as high as 3% improvement based on rank-1
accuracy, which demonstrates the advantage of our
method in utilizing attribute information.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we provide a brief review of existing Re-ID
methods from the following aspects.

A. Re-ID Based on Deep Learning

There are mainly two research lines for the Re-ID task: the
first one is representation learning [21]–[23], which learns a
discriminative ID-level representation and then calculate fea-
ture distance between query and gallery images. While metric
learning is to optimizes the distance metric [9], [24]–[27].
For example, to pull the images with the same ID together
by minimizing the feature distance and push away the images
with different IDs by maximizing the feature distance [24].
There are also methods maintaining a distance threshold for a
selected anchor image, to keep difference between the distance
from the anchor image to the images with the same ID and the
distance from the anchor image to the images with different
IDs larger than the threshold [26]. Currently, the research
trend is combining representation learning and metric learning
[13], [28]–[36] in one system. In this work, we also unify
representation learning and metric learning in an end-to-end
system.

B. Re-ID Based on Attention Models

Re-ID models suffer from misalignment issue due to the
pose variation, wrong bounding boxes, and variation of the
camera views. To alleviate these problems, some methods
try to match the invariant parts of the persons [37], [38].
PurifyNet [39] refines the wrong ID labels for noisy images
generated by wrong bounding boxes and reuses these images
to train the model with refined labels to boost Re-ID perfor-
mance. The attention mechanism [40] can guide the network
towards the discriminative local information. Some previous
attention based approaches for the re-id task employ hard
attention [31], [32], [41], [42] or soft attention [13], [14], [43]
to alleviate the misalignment issue in the re-id task, which
is caused by different person poses and angles of the
camera view. Nevertheless, none of these methods leverage
attribute information, which is proved to be favorable for

Re-ID [17], [44]. More recently, Tay et al. [18] proposed a
model based on attribute information and Class Activation
Map (CAM) [45], which can generate attribute attention map.
However, CAM is post-hoc attention mechanism based on
classification activation map and ill-suited to alleviate mis-
alignment issue, while we use a trainable attention mechanism
as in [14].

C. Re-ID Based on Attribute

The attribute can be categorized into ID-level attribute and
image-level attribute, as discussed in Section I. For image-level
attribute, some previous works use the attribute information to
select tuples for metric learning [22], [44] or mine the rules for
verifying persons [46]. There are more works using ID-level
attribute. For example, Lin et al. [17] proposed to combine
person identification and ID-level attribute recognition while
Schaul et al. [47] proposed to use the attribute information
as auxiliary information to train a network with triplet loss.
Tay et al. [18] combine body part and attribute information
with attention modules. These methods do not identify the
key attributes and thus suffer from attribute annotation noise.
In contrast, our auxiliary task can select key attributes and only
incorporate useful attribute information into the Re-ID task.

D. Re-ID Based on Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning (RL) trains an agent to exploit the
experience during exploration and simultaneously maximize
the cumulative reward. There are only a few works using RL
for person Re-ID. For instance, Lan et al. [41] proposed a
method to refine the bounding box of persons to improve
Re-ID task performance by RL. In another work [48], RL is
applied to learn the adequate number of image pairs to verify
in the multi-shot Re-ID task. Distinguished from the above
two methods, our proposed ASM module uses reinforcement
learning to select key attributes in the auxiliary task, which
has not been studied before.

III. OUR PROPOSED METHOD

A. Overview

Given a dataset composed of pedestrian images (each image
contains a detected bounding box enclosing a pedestrian) from
different persons captured by various surveillance cameras,
we split the dataset into a training set and test set according to
person ID, so that training IDs and test IDs have no overlap.
Each training ID is associated with a suite of ID-level attribute
labels. In the testing stage, the test set is divided into a set
of query images and a set of gallery images. Then, given
a query image, the goal of person Re-ID is to rank all the
gallery images according to the probability that it belongs to
the same person as the query image. Formally, we assume
the dataset contains an image set X = {x1, . . . , xK } with ID
labels Y = {y1, . . . , yK } where yi ∈ {1, . . . , N}, in which K
is the number of images and N is the number of persons. Each
training image xi from training IDs has the ID-level attribute
labels zi = (z1

i , . . . , zM
i ) ∈ N M , in which M is the number

of attributes.
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Fig. 2. The pipeline of our proposed method. The backbone network is ResNet50. There are three AABs added after the second, third and fourth Conv
Block of ResNet50, supervised by attribute loss and attention loss. We also apply ID loss and triplet loss to the final image embedding. The detailed structure
of AAB is shown in Figure 3 and described in Section III-B.

Fig. 3. The comparison between (a) Fully Attentional Block (FAB) [14] and (b) our proposed Attribute Attentional Block (AAB).

As depicted in Figure 2, given a batch of images, we feed
them through the same CNN model, i.e., ResNet50 [12]
pretrained on ImageNet [10], which has five convolution
blocks. We use the feature maps of the second, the third
and the fourth convolution block to generate attention masks
by our proposed Attribute Attentional Block (AAB), which
are multiplied with the feature maps and added back to the
mainstream of the network. AAB learning is guided by ID
information with attention loss and attribute information with
attribute loss, to focus on the entire human body and the local
information related to M attributes. The details of AAB can be
found in Section III-B. Furthermore, to select key attributes,
we design an Attribute Selection Module (ASM) and put it in
the third AAB module. For the details of ASM, please refer
to Section III-C. Then, the last convolution block is used to
generate the final feature map. After that, Pyramidal Branches
Model (PBM) [34] is applied to generate part-based features
of the image, which are pooled to the final image embedding
f and fed into the most commonly used Re-ID losses: triplet
loss and ID loss. In Section III-D we will demonstrate how to
combine all the modules and objective functions to train and
evaluate our proposed model.

B. Attribute Attentional Block (AAB)

Misalignment problem, which is caused by various person
poses and different camera viewpoints, is massively raised

in Re-ID task. Attention model [13], [14], [49] is a popular
way to deal with this issue by learning regions of interest
and extract features from those regions. One example is
Fully Attentional Block (FAB) proposed in [14]. As illus-
trated in Figure 3, FAB uses a 1 × 1 convolution layer with
ReLU activation followed by another 1 × 1 convolution layer
with sigmoid activation to generate attention map. Note that
FAB creates both spatial and channel-wise attention together,
producing an attention tensor. In this way, FAB can local-
ize discriminative local features and tackle the misalignment
problem [14].

Inspired by FAB [14], we propose an Attribute Attentional
Block (AAB), which utilizes attribute information to obtain
fine-grained attribute attention. Following [14], we apply our
proposed AAB module after the second, the third and fourth
block of the ResNet50 backbone. The comparison between
FAB and our AAB is shown in Figure 3. With an input
feature tensor F with size C × H × W , we apply a 1 × 1
convolution layer with (M + 1) × Cr outputs and a ReLU
layer to generate the grouped attribute feature Fg with size
(M + 1) × Cr × H × W , in which we set Cr = C/16 to
reduce the number of parameters. We split Fg evenly into
F0

g, . . . , FM
g , where F0

g represents global bottleneck feature
and F1

g, . . . , FM
g stand for M attribute bottleneck feature. Then

Fg is fed into two branches: attribute branch and global
branch.
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1) Attribute Branch: We apply Global Average Pool-
ing (GAP) to each Fi

g , named group GAP, and generate
M + 1 different embeddings e0, . . . , eM with length Cr .
Then e1, . . . , eM are supervised by attribute classification loss.
Specifically, we concatenate all the attribute embeddings from
all the three AAB modules (see Figure 2) and perform attribute
classification based on the concatenated attribute embeddings.
Recall that zi is the attribute label of the i -th attribute as
mentioned in Section III-A. By using FC j (·) to denote j -th
output of a Fully-Connected layer, the attribute loss can be
defined as:

Lattr =
M�

i=1

−log
ex p(FCzi (ei ))�

j ex p(FC j (ei ))
. (1)

2) Global Branch: Since noisy attributes may harm the
Re-ID performance as discussed in Section I, we design an
Attribute Section Module (ASM) to drop noisy attributes.
Our ASM attempts to select the attribute bottleneck features
corresponding to the key attributes from F1

g, . . . , FM
g , and

put them together with the global feature bottleneck F0
g .

In particular, ASM will generate a binary mask

b = (1, b1, . . . , bM), (2)

where bi ∈ {0, 1}. bi = 1 (resp., bi = 0) means we keep (resp.,
remove) Fi

g to generate attention. We then apply element-wise
max to the masked attribute bottleneck features {bi Fi

g|M
i=0} and

get an aggregated attribute feature Fa:

Fa = max(F0
g, b1F1

g, . . . , bM FM
g ). (3)

Fa will be a feature tensor with size Cr × H × W . After
that, a 1 × 1 convolution layer will transform Fa back to the
same size as input feature tensor F. Finally, sigmoid function
is applied to make the attention scores range in [0, 1], leading
to the aggregated attribute attention A.

The aggregated attribute attention A is supervised by ID
classification loss, which will guide AAB to learn better
attention information:

Latte = −log
ex p

�
FCy(G AP(F ∗ A))

�
�

j ex p
�
FC j (G AP(F ∗ A))

� , (4)

where ∗ stands for element-wise multiplication, y is the ID
label of input image, and G AP means global average pooling.

Overall, after we apply AAB to the main branch of the
network, we will change the input feature tensor F to F�:

F� = F ∗ A + F. (5)

Here, we choose to apply residual attention instead of direct
attention (i.e., F� = F∗A) or residual feature (i.e., F = F+A)
due to the following reasons. Previous works [13], [14] have
shown that attention can alleviate the misalignment problem in
Re-ID task. Moreover, the potential of residual attention [50]
in improving the Re-ID performance has been demonstrated
in [14]. Hence, we opt for residual attention in our method,
but we also investigate different choices in Section IV-C.

Finally, we pass F� through Pyramidal Branches Model
(PBM) [34] and generate a 128-dim part-based image embed-
ding for each of 21 parts, which are concatenated as a long
vector f . We use f as the final image embedding.

Fig. 4. An illustration of the proposed Attention Selection Module (ASM):
(a) The structure of Q-network with state st and Q-values for each type of
action. (b) The process of updating bt after taking a sequence of actions
in an episode, in which the orange entry indicates the selected attribute at
each time step t and the grey entry indicate the attribute is already dropped
(i.e., bk = 0).

C. Attribute Selection Module (ASM)

Recall that in Section III-B, an Attribute Selection Mod-
ule (ASM) is embedded in AAB to select key attributes. Prior
to the introduction of ASM, there are two trivial alternative
strategies to get binary mask b in AAB:

• All: Always keep all the attributes, i.e., bi = 1,∀i .
• Random: Select or drop the attributes half-and-half, i.e.,

each bi is randomly set to 0 with probability 0.5.

Note that for the first two AAB block, we apply All strategy
because we are not willing to drop information in the early
stages in the network. We only use ASM to select key
attributes in the third AAB block (AAB3 in Figure 2).

The goal of ASM is to determine the key attributes of each
image to facilitate the Re-ID task. A naive way is comparing
all the possible selections with 2M different choices, but it is
too slow because we have to enumerate all the different 2M

choices and calculate the outcome to make decisions. Alterna-
tively, we can add attributes to an empty set one by one or drop
attributes from the full set one by one. Considering useful
attributes should be more than noisy attributes, we choose to
drop noisy attributes one by one from the full set.

In the remainder of this paper, we refer to the whole process
of dropping noisy attributes as an episode. At each time step
in an episode, we recognize one noisy attribute and drop it by
bi = 0. We formulate this decision making process under the
reinforcement learning framework, in which an agent needs
to interact with the dynamic environment by exploring the
unknown and exploiting the experience. The policy for an
agent to take the optimal actions on the premise of different
states is learnt by maximizing the cumulative rewards in each
episode. We train the agent to learn the optimal policy via
Q-learning [51] by optimizing a Q-network. The Q-network
takes state as input and outputs Q-value, which indicates the
action to take. In our problem, state, action, and reward are
defined as follows.
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1) State: The state describes the observation of the agent
in the environment. By using st to represent the state at the
time step t , the state

st = (e0, e1 × b1
t , . . . , eM × bM

t , ft ) (6)

consists of ei , bi
t and ft (see Figure 4(a)), in which bi

t (resp., ft )
is the binary mask (resp., the final image embedding) at
time t and ei is the attribute embedding. We concatenate all
these embeddings and use Q-network (i.e., two FC layers) to
generate M + 1 outputs with each output corresponding to the
Q-value for each action.

2) Action: At each time step t in an episode, the agent
needs to know whether to drop one noisy attribute or terminate
the current episode. Therefore, the agent has in total M + 1
types of actions, including the “stop” action and “drop” action
for each attribute. Formally, we use at to denote the action
at the time step t . Given an image, at the time step t ,
the agent selects the i -th attribute as the noisy attribute to drop
(i.e., at = i ), or chooses “stop” (i.e., at = M +1) to terminate
the current episode. When t > 1 and at �= M + 1, the binary
mask bt will be updated as follows: bi

t+1 = 0 if at = i (see
Figure 4(b)). Note that the agent is not allowed to choose the
attribute that has been dropped before in the same episode
(i.e., bi

t = 0), to avoid the duplicated dropping of key
attributes. In an extreme case, at the time step M+1, the agent
has dropped all M attributes and will be enforced to choose
“stop”.

3) Reward: The reward is defined as the benefit or penalty
that the agents will receive after taking specific action in the
current state. If at = M + 1, no rewards are given to the
agent, so we only discuss the rewards for the time steps that
at �= M+1. For each input image x with ID label y, we sample
n × k reference images consisting of n different images from
each of k different persons. We set n = 4 and k = 16 in
experiments and make sure that ID label y is among the k
person IDs. Hence, there will be n reference images with the
same ID label as x, which are referred to as positive images.

By simulating the query-gallery retrieval process with
x (i.e., the query image) and n × k reference images
(i.e., the gallery images), we expect the agent to improve mAP
and ranking accuracy with the help of our designed rewards.
We compute the Euclidean distance between reference images
and query image x based on their image embeddings f , and
rank reference images in increasing order according to their
distances to x. Note that we perform Random strategy for the
reference images to calculate their image embeddings instead
of All based on the experimental comparison. We sort n rank
positions of positive images into a rank tuple:

pt = (p1
t , . . . , pn

t ), (7)

where p1
t , . . . , pn

t are in an increasing order. Then, the reward
rt is calculated by the summation of the following two terms:

• AP reward: Average Precision (AP) at time t is calcu-
lated as

APt = 1

n

n�
i=1

i

pi
t
. (8)

AP is a common metric for the Re-ID task. We hope that
the AP score could be improved after the agent drops a
noisy attribute. Hence, we define AP reward as

r AP
t = APt+1 − APt . (9)

• Ranking reward: Ranking position is another important
metric for the Re-ID task. We expect ranking positions of
positive images could be advanced after the agent drops
a noisy attribute, so the ranking reward is defined as

r R R
t =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

+1, i f ∃i, pi
t+1 < pi

t ∧ ∀ j < i,

p j
t+1 = p j

t ,

−1. otherwi se.

(10)

4) Training the Agent:: Based on the definitions of state,
action, and rewards, we train the agent to take actions in the
given state to maximize the cumulative reward. In particular,
we adopt standard deep Q-learning [51], which estimates off-
policy Q-value to maximize the expected value of the total
reward for each episode. we use deep Q-learning [51] to train
the agent to seek for the optimal policy. We use Q(st , at ) to
represent the Q-value at the time step t , which estimates the
discounted cumulative reward from the current time step to
the end of the episode. Q(st , at ) can be calculated based on
the recursive formulation

Q(st , at ) = rt + γ max
a� Q(st+1, a�), (11)

where γ ∈ (0, 1) is called discount factor, that is, larger γ
makes the agent pay more attention to the future accumulated
reward while smaller γ makes the agent pay more attention to
the instant reward (i.e., rt ). We use a simple network with one
FC layer to estimate the Q-value Q(st , at ) given st and at ,
which is referred to as Q-network. Instead of feeding st and
each type of action at into Q-learning network, we use a single
forward pass to compute Q-values for all actions, as shown in
the left subfigure in Fig. 3(a). Since there are a total of M + 1
types of actions, the output size of our Q-network is M + 1.

By using θ to denote the model parameters of Q-network
and the modules preceding Q-network, we adopt �-greedy
learning [52] to update θ in the training stage. In each
training iteration, we randomly sample a batch of image pairs
and create a sequence of transitions for each image pair.
Specifically, in the i -th training iteration, with the model
parameters θi−1 and the initial state s1, we select actions
according to �-greedy policy [52] and obtain the corresponding
reward until one episode terminates, yielding a sequence of
transitions {(st , at , rt , st+1)}. The �-greedy policy means that
at each time step t ; the agent selects the action corresponding
to the maximum Q-value with probability 1 − � and a random
action with probability �, from the available set of actions
whose associated attributes have not been selected yet in the
same episode. For each transition (st , at , rt , st+1), we can
estimate the optimal Q-value Q∗(st , at ):

Q∗(st , at ) =



rt i f at = M + 1,

rt +γ max
a� Q(st+1, a�; θi−1) otherwi se.

(12)
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Algorithm 1 Training Based on the ASM Loss

We update model parameters θi to enforce Q(st , at ; θi) to be
close to the optimal Q-value Q∗(st , at ).The training algorithm
with the ASM loss is summarized in Algorithm 1, in which
γ is set as 0.9, � shrinks from 1 to 0.1 linearly in the first
200000 iterations. We use a replay buffer with size 10000 and
Double-DQN [53] to help the agent learn better policy.

We update ASM model parameters θi to enforce
Q(st , at ; θi ) to be close to the optimal Q-value Q∗(st , at ),
leading to our ASM loss:

Lasm = Est ,at [(Q(st , at ; θi ) − Q∗(st , at ))
2]. (13)

D. System Configuration

Except for the three losses defined in Eqn. (13), (1) and (4),
we employ another two commonly used Re-ID losses to guide
the model training:

1) ID Loss: ID loss is the same as cross-entropy ID classi-
fication loss defined as:

Lid =
K�

i=1

−log
ex p(FCyi (fi ))�

j ex p(FC j (fi ))
, (14)

where f is the final image embedding and FC(·) is an fully-
connected layer applied after f .

2) Triplet Loss: Given a triplet of samples (x, x+, x−) with
ID labels (y, y+, y−), which satisfy y = y+ and y �= y−,
triplet loss will push apart f and f− while pulling together f
and f+. Triplet loss can be defined as:

Ltri =
�

x,x+,x−
max(d(f, f+) − d(f, f−) + δ, 0), (15)

where d(·, ·) means Euclidean distance and δ is the margin
that is set as 1.2 in our experiments.

Overall, the full objective function of our proposed model is:
L = L I D + Ltri + λat tr Lat tr + λat teLat te + λasm Lasm, (16)

where λat tr , λat te, and λasm are trade-off parameters.
We empirically set λat tr = 0.25, λat te = 0.2, and λasm = 1.

3) Stabilizing ASM Training: In practice, we observe that
joint training of ASM and attention modules is unstable and
time-consuming. Therefore, we pretrain AAB without ASM
to stabilize subsequent ASM training. We train our proposed
model in the following three stages, and the details can be
found in Section IV-B.

• Stage1: Train the whole model using Random strategy for
AAB3. ASM is not optimized, which means λAS M = 0;

• Stage2: Train ASM while freezing all the network para-
meters except for ASM;

• Stage3: Train the whole model freezing first four convo-
lution blocks and all the AAB blocks.

In the testing stage, given a query image and all gallery
images, we obtain their final image embedding f and calculate
Euclidean distance. ASM is applied in the testing stage to drop
the noisy attribute features. Then, we rank all gallery images
based on their distance to the query image.

E. Difference Between Other Related Methods

FAB [14] only pays attention to person ID information and
does not consider the attribute information. In contrast, our
AAB learns M attribute bottleneck features and one global
bottleneck feature under the supervision of attribute informa-
tion. Then, bottleneck features are aggregated via group max to
generate attribute-enhanced full attention map, which is better
than the full attention map obtained by FAB without utilizing
attribute information. Besides, a novel ASM is embedded in
AAB to further boost the performance by dropping noisy
attributes.

CA3Net [54] and AANet [18] only extract the attribute
feature based on attribute attention map for final attribute
recognition or person Re-ID, in which the attribute feature is
obtained in the last stage of the network. In contrast, our AAB
can learn a full attention map in different stages of the network,
which can alleviate the misalignment issue (see Section III-B)
in a similar way to FAB. Also, CA3Net and AANet do not
consider the attribute noise issue. In contrast, our AAB utilizes
ASM to drop noisy attributes sequentially and adaptively.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we compare our method with our spe-
cial cases and state-of-the-art baselines on three benchmark
datasets together with in-depth qualitative analyses.

A. Datasets

We evaluate our method and baselines on three
datasets: Market-1501 [19], DukeMCMT-ReID [20], and
CUHK03 [24]. The detailed setting for each dataset can be
found in Supplementary. Here, we will demonstrate how we
get the attribute annotations for each dataset.

1) Market-1501: Market-1501 [19] dataset contains
32668 images of 1501 IDs with annotated bounding
boxes are detected and collected using the Deformable
Part Model (DPM) pedestrian detector. View overlapping
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exists among different cameras, including 5 high-resolution
cameras, and one low-resolution camera. The dataset into
a training set with 12936 images of 751 persons and a
testing set of 750 persons containing 3368 query images
and 19732 gallery images. For the Market-1501 [19] dataset,
we train our model with annotated ID-level attribute labels
for 30 attributes provided in [17]. We merge 9 attributes
for lower-body clothing color, 8 attributes for upper-body
clothing color, and 4 attributes for age, leading to in total
12 attributes.

2) DukeMCMT-ReID: The DukeMTMC-reID [20] dataset is
a subset of the DukeMTMC dataset specifically collected for
person re-id. 1404 identities appear in more than two cameras
while 408 (distractor) identities appear in only one camera.
The training set consists of 16522 images with 702 identities
and a testing set which consists of 2228 query images of the
other 702 identities and 17661 gallery images of 702 iden-
tities plus 408 distractor identities. We train our model with
annotated ID-level attribute labels for 23 attributes provided
in [17] for the DukeMTMC-reID [20] dataset. Similar to the
Market-1501 dataset, we merge 8 attributes for lower-body
clothing color and 7 attributes for upper-body clothing color,
resulting in totally 10 attributes.

3) CUHK03: Following [55], we split all IDs into 767 train-
ing IDs and 700 test IDs. From each camera, one image is
selected as the query for each ID and the rest of images are
used to construct the gallery set. There are two ways of anno-
tating bounding box, including labeled by human or detected
by a detector. In this paper, we are using the detected bounding
boxes. The dataset consists of 7365 training, 1400 query, and
5332 gallery images. Note that CUHK03 dataset does not
have attribute annotations, so we explore discovering latent
attributes in an unsupervised manner. Without loss of general-
ity, we assume that there are 10 latent attributes (M = 10). The
training process is the same as the other two datasets except
that λat tr = 0 in Eqn. (16) due to the absence of attribute
supervision. In this case, our ASM can also learn to drop
noisy latent attributes.

B. Implementation Details

Recall that we have three training stages. We train each
stage for 400000 iterations. The initial learning rate is 0.001
for the first two stages and 0.0001 for the last stage. In each
stage, after 200000 and 300000 iterations, the learning rate will
be discounted by 0.1. The training batch size is 64, including
4 different images from 16 different IDs. Random flip and
random erasing augmentation [56] are applied to the input
images. Hard example mining is used for triplet loss

We adopt two metrics for evaluation: top-1 accuracy and
mean Average Precision (mAP) which are commonly used for
Re-ID evaluation.

C. Ablation Studies

To evaluate our proposed AAB and ASM modules, we con-
duct extensive ablation studies in this section. We evalu-
ate 21 special cases including our full-fledged method on
DukeMTMC-reID dataset and results are listed in Table II.

TABLE II

ABLATION STUDY ON DUKEMTMC-REID. THE BEST
RESULTS IN EACH STAGE ARE IN BOLDFACE

These special cases can be divided into three groups based on
the stages used to train the models (see Section III-D). “Stage
1” means the models are only trained with Stage 1, “Stage
1 + 2” means the models are trained with first two stages, and
“Stage 1 + 2 + 3” means the models are trained with all the
three stages.

1) Stage 1: To evaluate our proposed AAB, we remove
AAB (“w/o AAB”) or replace AAB with FAB
(“AAB→FAB”). The obtained results are worse than
“Ours”, which corroborates the effectiveness of our AAB.

We further remove Pyramidal Branches Model (PBM) [34]
(see Figure 2) or replace PBM with Part-based Convolutional
Baseline (PCB) proposed in [33]. The obtained results “w/o
AAB, w/o PBM” and “w/o AAB, PBM→PCB” are worse than
“w/o AAB”, which shows the necessity of using PBM.

Next, we explore two variants of AAB. We use F� = F + A
(resp., F� = F ∗ A) to replace Eqn. (5), which is referred to
as “F + F ∗ A → F + A” (resp., “F + F ∗ A → F ∗ A”).
We observe that two variants are inferior to “Ours”, implying
the advantage of residual residual attention.

Note that we use Random strategy for AAB3 in Stage 1,
another choice is All strategy (see Section III-D). It can be
seen that All strategy is less effective than Random strategy
by comparing “random→all” with “Ours”.

We use group “max” as the strategy to aggregate attribute
bottleneck features in Equation 3. Here we alternate the
strategy by using “average” and “late-fusion” respectively,
in which “max” shows the best performance.

To justify that the performance improvement is not
caused by insufficient training of the first stage, we train
another 2e5 iterations for our Stage1 model. Obtained results
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TABLE III

RESULTS OF OUR PROPOSED METHOD AND STATE-OF-THE-ART BASELINES ON THREE DATASETS. THE BEST RESULTS ARE IN BOLDFACE

are (78.6, 88.2), which are close to the reported results
(78.7, 88.0) in Table II, showing that the model without using
ASM has been fully trained in Stage 1.

2) Stage 1+2: Recall that we apply Random strategy to the
reference images when calculating rewards in our ASM (see
Section III-C). An alternative choice is applying All strategy to
the reference images (“random→all”) and the results indicate
that Random strategy is a better choice.

Our proposed ASM uses reinforcement learning to drop the
noisy attributes, which could sequentially and adaptively select
the discriminative attributes and drop the noisy attributes for
Re-ID task. To justify the power of combining AAB and ASM
with reinforcement learning, we design another two strategies
“Regression” and “Threshold” to drop noisy attributes, which
do not use reinforcement learning.

For “Regression”, we replace group max by adding a
regression layer to calculate weights for different attributes
and multiplying these weights to the corresponding attribute
bottleneck features. Then, the model is trained using weighted
aggregated features with large weights (resp., smaller weights)
indicating clean attributes (resp., noisy attributes)..

For “Threshold”, we drop the attributes with low attribute
prediction confidence. As we claimed in Section I, we catego-
rize the noisy attributes into three different types: annotation
errors, attribute inconsistency, and non-discriminative. The
first two types could be directly derived from the attribute
prediction confidence (similar to Eqn. 1, the confidence for the
i -th attribute with attribute label zi for embedding ei is defined

as
exp(FCzi (ei ))�
k exp(FCk(ei ))

) while the last one (non-discriminative)

should be related to Re-ID task. As a reference experiment,
we drop the attributes whose attribute prediction confidence is
lower than the threshold 0.9, which is determined by cross-
validation.

We compare the performance of “Regression”, “Threshold”
with our method in Table II. Comparing all three meth-
ods, we can see that “Threshold” method does not bring
improvement for Re-ID task (compared with Stage1 “Ours”),
which may be due to the lack of considering the effects

of non-discriminative attributes. Compared with our method,
“Regression” method cannot drop noisy attributes sequentially
and adaptively. Moreover, a simple regression model is not
specifically designed for denoising attributes, and the lower
weights may not be reliable in indicating noisy attributes.

3) Stage 1 + 2 + 3: To investigate the number of required
AAB blocks, we report the results of “w/o AAB1” and “w/o
AAB1&2”, which are worse than “Ours”. Thus, it is helpful to
use all three AAB blocks. “Ours (λat tr = 0)” means training
the model with λat tr = 0 in Eqn. (16) through all three stages.
It can be seen that the performance is worse compared with
“Ours”, which verifies the benefit of attribute information.
However, “Ours (λat tr = 0)” is still better than “w/o AAB”
in “Stage 1”, which means that our AAB can discover latent
attributes and help improve performance even without attribute
supervision.

Finally, we report the results by removing PBM or replacing
PBM with PCB in our method. By comparing “w/o PBM”
(resp., “PBM→PCB”) in “Stage 1 + 2 + 3” with “w/o AAB,
w/o PBM” (resp., “w/o AAB, PBM→PCB”) in “Stage 1”,
we can see that our proposed AAB can improve the perfor-
mance on the foundation of different baseline frameworks.

D. Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods

We compare our method with the state-of-the-art baselines
on three benchmark datasets. The baselines can be divided into
two groups:
(1) AANet [18], APR [17] and CA3Net [54] using ID-level

attribute information, which is close to our method;
(2) PL-Net [57], DHA-Net [58], DG-Net [61], CASN [49],

Mancs [14], PCB + RPP [33], LITM [59], HPM [60],
Pyramid [34], ABD-Net [15] which are currently state-
of-the-art methods without using attribute information.

For fair comparison, all the results are based on single query
setting with ResNet50 as the backbone network. Re-ranking
process which can improve mAP is not used.

The results of different methods are reported in Table III.
It can be seen that compared with the baselines using
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TABLE IV

NUMBER OF PARAMETERS (IN MEGA-BYTES) AND PERFORMANCE FOR
DIFFERENT MODELS. RESULTS OBTAINED ON DUKEMTMC-REID

TABLE V

mAP (%) RESULTS OF OUR METHOD USING DIFFERENT

BACKBONE NETWORKS ON DUKEMTMC-REID

attribute information, our method could achieve about 7%
mAP improvement and about 3% R1 improvement on Market-
1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets. This is because our
proposed model with AAB can select key attributes and
only leverage beneficial attribution information. Although
CUHK03 dataset does not have attribute annotation, our
method performs surprisingly well, which implies the potential
of our method in discovering latent attributes in an unsu-
pervised manner. Moreover, our method outperforms all the
baselines and achieves the state-of-the-art results on all three
datasets.

E. Analyses on Network Parameters

In Table IV, we compare the number of parameters used
in different models and their performance, including our
proposed model and its variations: “w/o AAB. w/o PBM”,
“w/o AAB”, “w/o ASM” and our full-fledged model, which
show that our model does not introduce too many parameters
and the number of parameters still remains in the same order of
magnitude as backbone. For more comparisons, we investigate
the inference time and the number of parameters for the
baseline methods. We estimate the number of parameters of
AANet [18], CA3Net [54] and APR [17] based on the papers.
Their model scales are close to ours, but their performance on
DukeMTMC-ReID dataset are much worse than ours, which
shows the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed model.

F. Effects of Different Backbone Networks

In this subsection, we run experiments to prove that
our proposed AAB can also be integrated into back-
bones like MobileNet [62] and InceptionV2 [63] other than
ResNet on DukeMTMC-reID dataset. We are not applying
PBM [34] or PCB [33] to remove the effects of different
frameworks. The results are shown in Table V. “Baseline”
is with the same setting for “Stage 1; w/o AAB, w/o PBM”
and “Ours” is with the same setting for “Stage 1 + 2 + 3;

Fig. 5. The performance of our method by varying λattr , λatte, and λasm
on DukeMTMC-reID dataset.

w/o PBM” in Table II. The results show that our proposed
method is effective for different backbones.

G. Analyses for Hyperparameters

To analyze different hyperparameters in Eqn. (16), we run
experiments to investigate the impact of λat tr , λat te and λasm .
We vary each hyperparameter and fix all the other ones to plot
the change of R1 results. By taking DukeMTMC-reID dataset
as an example, we report the results in Figure 5. R1 of our
proposed method is in the range of [89.0, 89.9] when setting
λat tr in the range of 2.5 × [10−2, 10]. R1 is in the range of
[88.5, 89.9] when setting λat te in the range of 2 ×[10−2, 10].
R1 is in the range of [89.0, 89.9] when setting λasm in the
range of [10−2, 102]. We can see that λat te = 0.2, λat tr =
0.25, and λasm = 1 are the best choices and the performance
variance is very small when setting these hyperparameters in
a reasonable range.

H. Transferring Attribute Information Between
Different Datasets

Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets are collected
in totally different conditions (summer v.s. autumn). Some of
the attributes are not transferable (e.g., “Boots” and “Lower
Length”). Also, the style for other attributes is also different
due to different conditions (see Figure 8). We found that
CUHK03 and Market-1501 are more similar to each other
for the attributes appearances. To test whether the learned
attribute classifier can be transferred to another dataset, we use
a model trained on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID to
predict the pseudo attribute labels for CUHK03 respectively.
Then we leverage these pseudo labels to train a new model on
CUHK03 using our proposed approach. Since the numbers of
attributes are different for Market1501 (12) and DukeMTMC-
reID (10), we also vary the number of attributes we used
for CUHK03. In Table VI, “12 Attributes; w/o transfer” and
“10 Attributes; w/o transfer” are the results for our full-fledged
method without attribute supervision (by setting λat tr = 0 in
Eqn. (16).). While “12 Attributes; Market1501 → CUHK03”
and “10 Attributes; DukeMTMC-reID → CUHK03” are
the results obtained by transferring attribute classifier from
Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID to CUHK03 respectively.
We can see that without attribute supervision, the results of
using 12 and 10 attributes are close, which means that the
impact of using different numbers of unsupervised attributes
is minor. However, the results of “Market1501 → CUHK03” is
better than the others while “DukeMTMC-reID → CUHK03”
is worse. Recall that the attribute appearances in CUHK03 are
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Fig. 6. Six Re-ID example queries. We show the top-5 results ranking from left to right. Images in green boxes are positive results while red boxes are
negative results. The first three examples (a) (b) (c) are selected from DukeMTMC-reID dataset, (d) and (e) are selected from Market1501 dataset while (f) is
selected from CUHK03 dataset. In each example, the upper parts are the retrieval results of our special case (“w/o AAB”) and the lower parts are the retrieval
results of our full-fledged method.

TABLE VI

RESULTS FOR ATTRIBUTE TRANSFER FROM MARKET1501 AND
DUKEMTMC-REID TO CUHK03 RESPECTIVELY

similar to Market1501 but different from DukeMTMC-
reID, we conclude that the attribute classifier can be trans-
ferred between datasets with similar attribute appearance
(e.g., Market1501 → CUHK03).

I. Qualitative Analyses

Figure 6 shows six Re-ID visual examples collected from all
the three datasets. The gallery images are split into two parts:
the upper parts are the retrieval results by the baseline model
(“w/o AAB”), while the lower parts are the retrieval results by
our full-fledged model. The red (resp., green) bounding boxes
mean wrong (resp., correct) retrievals. We can see that our
model correctly ranks the positive images higher compared
with the baseline model on both three datasets.

We visualize the tSNE results of baseline ResNet50
(“Stage 1; w/o AAB” in Table II) and our full-fledged model in
Figure 7. The features we used is the image embedding f (see
Section III-D). We choose 20 different person IDs from the test
set of DukeMTMC-reID to visualize the feature distribution
by tSNE. Different colors and numbers indicate different IDs.
Our proposed method can better distinguish the identities like
7, 8, 16, 17, and 19, which are hard to be distinguished by
the baseline method.

In Figure 8, we visualize the attention heat map for “FAB”
(“AAB→FAB”), “AAB” (“Stage 1 Ours”), “AAB + ASM”
(“Stage 1 + 2 + 3 Ours”) by averaging and normalizing the
attention map A in Eqn. (4). In each sample, we take the
leftmost image as the input to visualize the attention heat map
and list the noisy attributes dropped by ASM.

Fig. 7. tSNE visualization results for the baseline model and our proposed
method on DukeMTMC-reID dataset.

In Figure 8(a), we show six examples from DukeMTMC-
reID dataset. In particular, we show the attention map of top-1
retrieved results in Figure 6(a), (b) and (c). We can see that
with the help of AAB and ASM, our model can distinguish
persons with more attention to the key attributes (e.g., shoe)
(see left column), drop the noisy attributes which may vanish
due to the occlusion by car (see middle column), or suppress
the non-discriminative attributes as both persons wear black
upper clothes and blue lower clothes (see right column).

In Figure 8(b), we show three examples from Mar-
ket1501 dataset. Overall speaking, the attention heat maps
show that the attention generated by AAB is more diverse
than FAB. ASM will affect AAB by dropping noisy attributes
to concentrate on more discriminative regions.

In Figure 8(c), we show three examples from CUHK03
dataset, which is not associated with attribute annotation.
We visualize the attention map generated by our model without
attribute supervision and report the number of dropped latent
attributes. We observe that AAB can still generate diverse
attention maps, but it is hard to provide a clear semantic
explanation based on latent attributes.
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Fig. 8. Visualization of the attention heat map and the attributes dropped by ASM. The examples in (a), (b), and (c) are selected from DukeMTMC-reID,
Market1501, and CUHK03 dataset respectively.

TABLE VII

ATTRIBUTE ANALYSES FOR THREE DATASETS. WE LIST THE ATTRIBUTE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF APR [17], AANET [18] AND OUR “STAGE1”
MODEL (IN “AAB” COLUMN). ALSO, WE LIST THE PROBABILITY OF KEEPING THE CORRESPONDING ATTRIBUTES AFTER EACH

EPISODE IN “ASM” COLUMN WHICH CAN REVEAL THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ATTRIBUTES IN RE-ID TASK

Overall, compared with “FAB”, “AAB” can pay more
attention to the whole image to get diverse information, then
our proposed model will select the most discriminative parts
based on the attention map generated by AAB. Compared with
“AAB”, “AAB + ASM” pays less attention to the regions
which are related to the dropped attributes. Combined with
the dropped attributes shown in Figure 8 and the query results
in Figure 6, we can see how ASM selects attributes and
changes the attention map obtained by AAB. Also, we analyze
the role of each attribute in Re-ID task, which will be
demonstrated in the next section.

J. Analyses on Attribute Selection

In Table VII, we densely analyze the attributes with the
results of classification accuracy by APR [17], AANet [18]
and our proposed AAB (“Stage 1 Ours”). APR and AANet

both take attribute recognition as an auxiliary task for Re-ID
task, while our proposed AAB model is also supervised
with attribute information based on Equation (1) and can
generate attention map at the same time. All the models are
trained on the training set and evaluated on the test set for
Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID dataset for both Re-ID task
and attribute recognition task with the annotations provided
by [17]. For CUHK03 dataset, we train our model without
attribute supervision and evaluate ASM on the test set. Notice
that AAB only uses information from the first four stages
in ResNet50 while APR and AANet use all the five stages
information. As shown in Table VII, AAB can classify the
attributes better than APR and competitive with AANet.

We also list the probability for each attribute not to be
dropped in an episode in “ASM” column in Table VII. The
attribute with higher keep ratio are more likely to help our
proposed model in Re-ID task.
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We found that for some attributes like “Hat” in Market1501
and “Handbag” in DukeMTMC-reID, the probability is
extremely low because the attributes are heavily imbalanced.
Fewer than 5% of persons are wearing hats in Market1501 or
carrying handbags in DukeMTMC-reID. These attributes are
discriminative but rare. If query images have (resp., don’t
have) these rare attributes, keeping these attributes will be
helpful (resp., unhelpful) to filter out the wrong gallery
samples. However, most of the query images don’t have
these rare attributes. Focusing on these attributes will be
unhelpful to most of the query images. So ASM tends to drop
these rare attributes. While for the attributes containing rich
semantic information, like “Gender” and “Age”, our proposed
model tends to keep them for better Re-ID performance.
The attributes like “Gender” and “Age” are more balanced
compared to the attributes like “Hat”, and contains more
discriminative information (e.g., pose and hairstyle) compared
to the attributes like “Lower color”. Our method can provide
insightful guidance for attribute annotation. For example,
we can only annotate those balanced and semantically dis-
criminative attributes.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an Attribute Attentional
Module (AAB) to enhance the performance of person
Re-ID task leveraging identity-level attribute information,
in which diverse attention maps are learned based on iden-
tity and identity-level attribute information. Moreover, noisy
attributes are discarded by our designed Attribute Selection
Module (ASM) sequentially using reinforcement learning.
Comprehensive experiments on three benchmark datasets have
demonstrated the superiority of our method.
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